Spatial variability in compartmental fate modelling : Linking fugacity models and GIS.
A new approach is presented which is designed to address the spatial heterogeneity of the environment in compartmental mass balance models of chemical fate in the environment. It rests on the assumption of chemical equilibration within one phase despite prevailing environmental heterogeneity. Composite D- and Z-values are derived from sub-unit specific environmental parameters and are used to solve mass balance equations which can be adopted essentially unchanged from existing compartmental fugacity models. With the resulting common fugacity value for each compartment, sub-unit specific concentrations and process rates can be calculated. The approach is illustrated using the QWASI lake model to calculate the fate of hexachlorobenzene in a hypothetical lake sub-divided in four distinct sub-units. The approach allows the subdivision of each compartment in a large number of sub-units with distinct environmental characteristics without substantially increasing model complexity. This is a necessary condition for linking fugacity models to geographical information systems.